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Introduction 

Construction of the Glen Canyon Dam in 1963 severely altered the ecosystem of 
the lower Colorado River including the Grand Canyon, Colorado River Delta and Sea of 
Cortez. Most of the ecological impacts downstream from Glen Canyon Dam stem from 
the loss of sediment and nutrients in the river, loss of natural seasonal fluctuations in the 
flow of water, change in the temperature of the water released downstream of the dam 
and introduction of non-native species. The Colorado River is home to one of the most 
interesting assemblages of fish fauna in North America, due to relative isolation and 
unique river conditions historically found in the river. Some species have been around 
for more than 20 million years. Adaptations of the fish to extreme and severe river 
conditions include large, streamlined bodies, large fins, and thick skin. Current river 
conditions, as a result of dams, have contributed to the endangerment of many native 
Colorado River fish species. 

In addition to freshwater fish, birds and other fauna in the lower Colorado River 
and upper portion of the Sea of Cortez are threatened or endangered, in part, due to the 
reduced water, sediment and nutrient volume as a result of the many dams along the 
river. This study reports on the ecology of several threatened and endangered species in 
the lower Colorado River Basin and Colorado River Delta/Sea of Cortez region, and 
discusses the impact of the Glen Canyon Dam on their survival. 

Pike Minnow (Colorado Squawfish) 

The pike minnow (formerly known as the Colorado squawfish (Ptychocheilus 
Lucius)), is a gigantic minnow found only in the Colorado River system. Historically, 
this fish grew to a length of 6 feet and a weight of 80 pounqs, making it the largest native 
minnow of North America. Its size also made it the top predator of the river and it fed off 
smaller fish and even small mammals and birds. Currently, due to changes in its habitat, 
the squawfish only reaches sizes of2 feet and weights of 5.5 lbs. The squawfish is very 
slow-growing and only reaches sexual maturity after 5-7 years and has the ability to live 
for as long as 50 years. 

In body structure, the squawfish resembles a pike, giving it the name 
"Pikeminnow". When the early settlers of the region first saw the fish, they gave it the 
name "White Salmon" due its coloring and migration habits. This white bottomed and 
silver sided fish migrates each year in May or June to the same spawning grounds it was 
born in, going distances as far as 200 miles up or downstream. During the middle of 
summer, the females lay their eggs. These eggs drift downstream hatching after 3-6 days, 
where upon the young squawfish find protective backwaters where they can hide from 
bigger fish and find food. As these young grow, they will feed on insects and crustaceans 
until they reach a length of 4 inches, at which time, they begin feeding on other fish. The 
central requirement of this whole spawning process is temperature. Water temperature 
tells the adults when it is time to begin migrating and determines how.long before the 
eggs hatch. 
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Historically, the squawfish was found abundantly throughout the Colorado River 
system. Its body was built to withstand the turbulent, fast flowing waters and the wide 
range of seasonal temperatures. Squawfish are most commonly found in large, deep, 
warm-water rivers. 
The squawfish' s current habitat is a far shade from what it used to be. Instead of ranging 
throughout the entire river, the squawfish is now mostly confined to areas in the upper 
basin along the mainstem Colorado upstream of Lake Powell, the Green River, and the 
Yampa River. · 

The reason for this loss of habitat and equivalent decline in population stems 
from one thing, dams .. With 55 major dams, much ofthe Colorado River system has 
turned from a seasonally flooded, warm, silt laden river to a daily flooded, cool, clear 
flowing river. These dams and the changes they have brought have had a myriad of 
effects on the squawfish. Everything from blocking migration runs to decreasing the 
water temperature so low that the squawfish cannot spawn to providing habitat for exotic 
fish that compete and prey on the squawfish. . . 

Sunlight can only warm water when it is near the surface. Since rivers are always 
mixing the water and are never that deep, the sun's energy can warm the water. 
Reservoirs, however, are so deep that the sun's power can only affect a small portion of 
the surface water. When dams draw the water from the lake for their turbines, they drain 
the water that is deep down in the lake. In 1999, the average depth of Glen Canyon 
Dam's turbine intakes was 212 feet. Thus, reservoirs act as giant cooling tanks that 
produce much colder water downstream than the water upstream. 

Squawfish, as was discussed earlier, require warm water in order to spawn . .. Prior 
to dams, the Colorado River fluctuated from 4 oc in the winter to 24-30°C in the 
summer. This is what the squawfish were accustomed too and so the females waited until 
the water temperature was between 18-22 o C before laying there eggs. Glen Canyon 
Dam drastically changed this by releasing water at a constant 7 o C throughout the year. 
For miles downstream of dams, the water is too cold now for squawfish to successfully 
reproduce. .... 

Another very serious effect of dams on squawfish is that of exotic fish. In the 
Upper Colorado River basin, there were originally only 14 different kinds of fish species. 
Now, 40 new exotic species have been introduced which the original 14 have to compete 
with. A variety of fish, including salmon and trout from the Pacific coast and Europe, 
minnows and carp from Asia, and catfish, sunfish and bass from the Mississippi, have all 
been successfully introduced. Some, like the trout and bass, are brought in purposely for 
sport fishing while others like carp and catfish have been accidentally introduced. Hardly 
any of these fish would survive without the dams because of the warm, silt-laden water 
with frequent flooding. Most of the introduced trout especially would be unable to 
survive in pre-dam temperature ranges as they are used to cold, clear streams. If large 
seasonal floods still existed, they would flush the exotic fish downs~eam, leaving the 
natives that can handle such fast flows. 
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The danger these exotic fish pose to the squawfish and other natives is twofold. 
One, the exotic fish compete with the squawfish for resources. There is only so much 
food and space in the river system and with the exotic fish eating and using a good deal 
of it, the squawfish's numbers have decreased. At the confluence of the Green and 
Colorado River, studies have shown that 95% of the species found were exotic. 
(UCREFRP) Secondly, some of the exotic fish species actually prey on squawfish eggs 
and young. Species like the green sunfish, northern pike, red shiner, or the mosquito fish 
feast on young squawfish while bottom-eating species like carp and catfish eat squawfish 
eggs. 

American involvement with the squawfish has been rather confusing. In 1962, 
the Fish and Wildlife Service dumped 81,350 liters of rotenone, a deadly poison, into the 
Green River successfully poisoning 715 kilometers. (Minckley and Deacon) This was 
done with the sole purpose of killing the squawfish and other natives so that when trout 
and other game fish were introduced into the soon to be built, Flaming Gorge Reservoir, 
they wouldn't have any competition. 

Yet in 1967, the federal government declared the squawfish as an endangered 
species. To this day, it remains on the list with recovery programs continuing. Currently 
the recovery plan calls for establishing several self-sustaining populations in the upper 
Colorado River basin. Methods to accomplish this include, monitoring existing 
populations, managing and restoring habitat, and introducing hatchery-reared young. 
This will help to maintain the squawfish in it current locations but the only way to expand 
the squawfish's habitat and return it to its historic conditions, is to remove some dams. 
Removing dams will produce more spawning habitat for the squawfish and return the 
river to its natural state, giving the squawfish an edge over the exotic fish. 

Humpback Chub 

The humpback chub (Gila Cypha) is a member of the minnow family endemic to 
the Colorado River system. Growing up to 20 inches long and 2 lbs in weight, the 
humpback chub was once a common fish in the canyons of the Southwest. Historically, 
it could be found in any deep-watered, fast-flowing, rocky canyon upstream of what is 
currently Hoover Dam. This fish can be identified by its olive colored back, silver sides 
and white belly. As far as body structure, the humpback chub is fairly unique with its 
long snout, forked tail, and hump behind its head. 

By far, the most peculiar aspect of this fish's appearance is the hump on its back 
that it's named for . . This pronounced hump, directly behind the fish's head has 
purposefully evolved to help the humpback chub deal with the turbulent canyons of the 
Colorado. When swimming upstream, the water flow strikes the hump and pushes the 
fish against the bottom of the river. Here the current is less and the humpback chub has 
a better chance of making it up the rapids. 
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This streamlining of the humpback chub helps it to travel in a canyon habitat. As 
an omnivore, it will feed off both animals and plants such as small fish, aquatic insects, 
and algae. Waiting in the slow moving eddies after rapids, the humpback chub takes 
advantage of the turbulent water by feeding on things caught up in the current. 

In the wild, the humpback chub has been known to live as long as 30 years. As 
early as age 3, it can sexually reproduce. Spawning for these fish takes place between 
April and July or when the spring flow in the river has reached its peak and the river 
temperature is between 14- 24 o C. Never travelling far from home, the humpback chub 
gathers on nearby cobble or gravel bars to spawn. 

Currently adult humpback chub can be found in a few isolated canyons of the 
Upper Colorado basin like the Black Rocks, Cataract Canyon, and Westwater Canyon on 
the mainstem Colorado, Black Canyon of the Gunnison, Desolation and Grey Canyons on 
the Green, and sections of the Yampa River. These populations are only adult 
populations though and are incapable of reproducing. Downstream, in the Lower 
Colorado basin, there is one successfully reproducing population in the Grand Canyon at 
the confl~ence of the Little Colorado River. Elsewhere though, the Lower Basin is like 
the Upper basin in that there are only adult populations. 

Considering that the humpback chub used to spawn throughout most of its range, 
the fact that its spawning is not confined to one tributary is pretty alarming. Its 
population has fallen accordingly with such a huge loss of spawning habitat. What is the 
reason behind this spawning habitat loss? Simply put, dams are. Dams throughout the 
Colorado River system have drastically changed the habitat and water temperature 
downstream, inundated excellent canyon habitat upstream, and provided conditions and 
habitat that suits the exotic fish over the native fish. With over 55 major dams littered 
throughout the Colorado River system, there are few remaining canyon type habitats left 
for the humpback chub. 

Downstream of most dams, the water quality is vastly different than that that 
enters the reservoir. Where a river used to be silty, warm in the summer, and seasonally 
flooded, a river downstream of a dam will now be clear, cold in the summer and· daily 
flooded . . Of these changes, the change in temperature probably affects the humpback 
chub the greatest. 

Dams reduce the temperature of a river by releasing the water in the reservoir 
from great depths under the surface where the sunlight cannot reach. Sunlight can only 
warm water when it is near the surface. Since rivers are always mixing the water and are 
never that deep, the sun's energy can warm the water. Reservoirs, however, are so deep 
and so slow that the sun's power can only affect a small percentage of the total water. 
When dams draw the water from the lake for their turbines, they drain the water that is 
deep down in the lake and unaffected by the sun's warmth. In 1999 for example, the 
average depth of Glen Canyon Dam's turbine intakes was over 200 feet creating a year 
round effluent flow of 7°C. Typical pre-dam water temperatures for this region during 
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the summer were 16-22°C. Thus, reservoirs act as giant cooling tanks that produce much 
colder water ~ownstream than that upstream. · 

Adult humpback chub are strong enough to survive this colder water. Eggs and 
juvenile fish, however, are not. Any eggs that are laid in the mainstem Colorado or in 
cold-water tributaries, will simply never hatch. Humpback chub eggs· require a certain 
amount of time under warm temperatures before they will hatch. If they do manage to 
hatch, the juvenile fish will spread and eventually come into contact with a cold-water 
river. Upon entering this new river, the change in temperature is so drastic that the young 
fish go into convulsions. They might be able to gain control of their bodies again given 
enough time but as anyone who fishes knows, a small fish thrashing uncontrollably is a 
excellent target for larger predator fish. It takes as long as 4-5 years of growth before the 
juvenile humpback chubs are safe from this kind of thermal stress. 

The one area where humpback chubs are reproducing with any consistency is the 
Little Colorado River. This river enters into the Grand Canyon of the Colorado with 
excellent canyon habitat up and downstream of the confluence. Unless something is done, 
all of the other adult populations in the Colorado River system will die out eventually. 

Another very serious effect of dams on humpback chub is that of exotic fish. 
Originally there were only 14 species of fish in the upper Colorado River basin, yet now 
over 40 different kinds of non-native fish have joined them. A variety of fish, including 
salmon and trout from the Pacific coast and Europe, minnows and carp from Asia, and 
catfish, sunfish and bass from the Mississippi, have all been successfully introduced. 
Some like the trout and bass are brought in purposely for sport fishing while others like 
carp and catfish have been accidentally introduced. To demonstrate the level of change 
of the fish fauna in some regions, studies done at the confluence of the Green River and 
the Colorado River found that 95% of the fish present were exotic. (UCREFRP) Hardly 
any of these fish would survive without the dams because of the warm, silt-laden water 
with frequent flooding. Most of the introduced trout especially would be unable to 
survive in pre-dam temperature ranges as they are used to cold, clear streams. If large 
seasonal floods still existed, they would temporarily flush the exotic fish downstream, 
leaving the streamlined turbulence-suited humpback chub. 

The danger these exotic fish pose to the humpback chub and other natives is 
twofold. One, the exotic fish compete with the humpback chub for resources. There is 
only so much food and space in the river system and with the exotic fish eating and using 
a good deal of it, the chub's numbers have decreased. Secondly, some of the exotic fish 
species actually prey on humpback chub eggs and young. Species like the green sunfish, 
northern pike, red shiner, trout, or the mosquito fish feast on young humpback chub 
particularly while they are vulnerable from thermal stress. Other bottom-feeding species 
such as carp or catfish eat chub eggs. 

The American government first recognized the plight of the humpback chub in 
1964 when it was listed as endangered by the Fish and Wildlife Service. Then in 1973, it 
received full protection under the Endangered Species Act. One of the more recent 
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protection measures was the founding of the Upper Colorado River Endangered Fish 
Recovery Program (UCREFRP) in 1988. This organization is an alliance of federal, 
private, and state organizations from Utah, Wyoming, and Colorado working together to 
help save the humpback chub and other native endangered fish in the region. The basic 
goals of this program are to stock native fish, develop and maintain habitat, manage the 
levels of non-native species, and gather data. 

It is obvious that in order for the humpback chub to survive much longer, 
something must be done about the water temperature. To save them, we must either 
establish lengths of river where the temperature will remain natural or raise young 
humpbacks in hatcheries and stock them after they are old enough. However, UCREFRP 
and other recovery programs have had little success raising humpback chubs in 
hatcheries. Unless a method to do this is established soon, returning rivers to their 
natural temperatures will be the only means to save them. Restoring rivers to their 
natural temperatures means either removing dams or modifying them. Removal of or 
modifications of Glen Canyon Dam, in particular, would be essential to saving the 
humpback chub because of the excellent habitat in the Grand Canyon downstream. 

Southwestern Willow Flycatcher 

The southwestern willow flycatcher is a small songbird the size of a small 
sparrow found only in Arizona and parts of adjacent states. In appearance, it is very 
similar to other types of willow flycatchers having a brownish gray color on its back and 
a whitish, pale yellow color on its underside. Growing to only 5.75 inches in length and 
12 grams in weight, this bird uses dense growth areas along rivers, marshes, and other 
wetlands as its nesting and hunting grounds due to the protection and the food they offer. 
As its scientific name, Empidonax traillii extimus which means "far ranging mosquito 
king", implies, the willow flycatcher feeds mainly on insects that it can catch while flying 
through these dense vegetation areas. Historically, willows and cottonwoods found on 
the shores of rivers in the southwest region provided this vegetation. 

Every winter, the southwestern willow flycatcher migrates to Central America 
and northern South America, returning in the spring. After courtship and mating, the 
females lay 34 eggs, which take 12 days to hatch. By August, the family once again 
begins their migration southward. 

Currently the flycatcher population is estimated to be as low as 300 - 500 nesting 
pairs. Considering that they used to be fairly common along most southwestern rivers 
and streams, this is an alarming decline. To understand this decline in flycatchers, it is 
important to understand their habitat. Just as the name implies, willow flycatchers have 
always been most abundant in the cottonwood - willow habitat along rivers. Though they 
will hunt in any kind of woods, they specifically need cottonwood-willow for nesting. As 
these trees are usually the highest in the valley, 21-24 meters, they present very diverse 
foliage that can protect the flycatcher from predators and the summer heat. 
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However, since mankind began using the Colorado River, this habitat has gone 
through drastic changes. The original cottonwood - willow vegetation along the 
southwestern riverbanks has all but disappeared. In the state of Arizona, "As much as 
90% of major lowland riparian habitat has been lost or modified." (State of AZ, 1990) 
These areas ~ave been destroyed little by little for reasons stemming from urban and 
agricultural developments, water diversions or dams, channelization, and live .stock 
grazing. The urban and agricultural developments reduce the flow of water in the rivers 
and increase the salinity. Channelization funnels the entire river into a narrow corridor, 
dehydrating backwaters, wetlands and much of the riparian vegetation in the river valley. 

Life stock grazing is also detrimental to these native willow plants because cattle 
will traniple and eat cottonwood and willow shoots, whereas tamarisk and other exotic 
species are left alone for the most part. Over grazing also serves to compact the soil and 
thus increase soil erosion. This grazing ultimately degrades the plant diversity and bird 
habitat as proven by Taylor and Littlefield i1_1 a study done in 1986, which found that bird 
counts were 5 to 7 times higher in areas ungrazed. 

Dams and water developments are extremely harmful to native cottonwoods and 
willows in that they drown the habitat upstream with a reservoir and slowly extirpate the 
habitat downstream by a lack of flooding. Cottonwoods need regular flooding in order to 
spread their seeds, but dams control the level of the water keeping it relatively the same 
level throughout the year. Without more seeds taking root, eventually the older 
cottonwoods die out leaving an area ripe for exotic species. The new habitat created 
along the shore of the reservoir is often unsuitable for bird nests due to the ever-changing 
levels of the reservoir. "Construction of Glen Canyon Dam on the Colorado River 
allowed establishment of a tamarisk riparian community downstream in the Grand 
Canyon, where a small population of E. t. extimus exists, with poor reproduction (Brown 
1991, Sogge et al. 1993) .. However, Lake Powell, formed upstream of the dam, inundated 
what was apparently superior habitat, with E. t .. extimus considered common" (Behle and 
Higgins 1959). 

In an area where the native plant life has been destroyed or damaged by mankind, 
exotic plant species can usually become established. The riverbanks that used to be 
dominated by cottonwood - willow are now mostly covered with tamarisk (tamarix 
pentrandra). In pre-dam conditions, tamarisks would never have established for very 
long, because sooner or later a flood would come and wipe them away. Tamarisk, also 
known as saltcedar, is an exotic tree originally found in Eurasia. Growing only up to 
15ft in height, this small deciduous tree is now quite common along riverbanks and other 
wetland areas of the southwest. 

Willow flycatchers have been k.Q.own to nest in tamarisk before but with a much 
lower density of birds. Tamarisks are too dense and too short providing little · 
opportunities for nests or good feeding perches. Studies in Arizona have documented 
low breeding densities and low reproductive success for southwestern willow flycatchers 
nesting in tamarisk. (Hunter et al. 1988) After losing a vast percentage of its original 
habitat, the willow flycatcher was simply unable to maintain its population in a tamarisk 
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habitat. "Changes in the riparian plant community have reduced, degraded and 
eliminated nesting habitat for the willow flycatcher, curtailing distribution and numbers· 
(Taylor and Littlefield 1986, Unitt 1987, Schlorff 1990). 

The second major reason in the willow flycatcher decline is nest parasitism from 
the brown headed cowbird. The brown headed cowbird (Molothrus ater) is a small finch 
like bird that historically lived around the herds of bison ·on the Great Plains. In recent 
times, cowbirds have adapted to feeding off of seeds, grain, and the insects around cattle 
and have spread through out the country following the cattle. When the cowbird is ready 
to lay its eggs, it leaves the cattle fields, flies into nearby woods, and locates a nest of 
another kind of songbird. While the host mother is away from the nest, the cowbird 
moves in and removes a host egg, replacing it with her own. Upon return, the host 
mother does not notice the difference and so raises the cowbird chick as if it were one of 
her own. However, the cowbird chick will usually hatch earlier and be larger in size than 
the host chicks and so be able to hog the food. As a result, the host chicks do not usually 
survive in nest that has been invaded by cowbirds. 

Some songbirds have developed defenses to cowbirds such as ejecting the foreign 
egg or building a new nest if the first was parasitized. However, the willow flycatcher is 
one such species that has been unable to cope with cowbird evasions. Nearly all of the 
time, if a cowbird lays an egg in a willow flycatcher's nest, none of the flycatcher chicks 
will survive. Either the cowbird chick will be the only survivor, or there will be complete 
nest failure. Eventually, with little or no willow flycatcher chicks surviving, the adults 
will die out. Since cattle have, by now, virtually spread though out the southwest, 
invading national parks and forests, the only areas where willow flycatchers are safe from 
the cowbirds are those which are deep within a forest or wilderness, miles from the 
nearest cattle. 

Currently the southwestern willow flycatcher can only be found in isolated areas 
in Arizona along the Little Colorado, San Francisco, Verde, Gila, and San Padros rivers 
or Roosevelt and Alamo lake, where the habitat is still mostly native and secluded from 
cowbirds. Federal actions to this point have been relatively minor. The southwestern 
willow flycatcher was first designated as endangered in 1995. Two years later, the 
Southwest Center for Biological Diversity had to sue the Fish and Wildlife Service to 
make them appoint critical habitat for the willow flycatcher. Since then, the Fish and _ 
Wildlife Service has complied and established 599 miles of critical habitat along streams 
and rivers in California, Arizona, and New Mexico. Though this step will help people 
understand where the southwestern willow flycatcher lives, it will not create any 
protection in these areas. The best way to safeguard the willow flycatcher is to return 
more of the rivers to their natural state and keep cattle, and the cowbirds that come with 
them, miles away from flycatcher nesting grounds. -
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Yuma Clapper Rail 

The Yuma clapper rail (Rallus longirostris yumanensis) is a small hen shaped bird 
found in the marshes of the lower Colorado River and the Salton Sea. Standing only 8 to 
9 inches tall, this bird of the marshes is easily identified by its thin, compact body, long 
legs, short wings, and long curved beak. It is camouflaged with the colors slate brown on 
its back and light cinnamon on its belly. 

Of all the North American clapper rail subspecies, the Yuma clapper rail is unique 
in that it makes its home in freshwater marshes rather than estuarine or salt marshes. 
These freshwater marshes lie primarily along the Colorado River in backwaters 
consisting of cattails, bulrush, and reed. There are usually patches of open water near the 
rail habitat and rarely are there tree canopies above. Due to the dense vegetation of this 
habitat, the Yuma clapper rail has evolved to its narrow shape in order to more easily slip 
in and out of vegetation. The old saying, "Thin as a rail", actually refers to the 
slenderness of this bird. 

Another way the rail has adapted to its environment is its wings. Since the 
clapper rail can take cover from predators so easily in the low vegetation of the marsh, it 
seldom needs to fly. Consequently, the wings of the clapper rail are underdeveloped and 
though it can fly, it has an extremely hard time taking off. In areas where roads are built 
into their marshes, clapper rails often fall victim to cars simply because they cannot take 
off fast enough. 

The nesting season of the Yuma clapper rail is in the summer with nest building 
beginning as early as mid March. Mating rails stake out an area and become highly 
territorial over it, not allowing other rails within the area. These nests are typically builf 
upon dry hummocks or at the base of stands of cattail or bullrush. A typical nest contains 
6-8 eggs, which are laid in early summer taking 28 days to hatch. By May and June, the 
eggs hatch and after only 48 hours, the young rails are capable of leaving the nest and 
following their parents throughout the marsh. Originally, Yuma clapper rails were 
thought to migrate to Mexico in the winter, but recent studies have suggested that around 
70 percent remained in or near their home breeding range during th~ winter. (Eddleman, 
1989) 

Rails are omnivores, meaning they eat both plants and animals, with species like 
crayfish, crustaceans, small fish, frogs, water insects, and plant seeds making up their 
diet. Although they are not originally native to this region, today "Crayfish comprise as 
much as 95 percent of the diet of some Yuma clapper rail populations" (Olunart and 
Tomlinson) 

The clapper's rails natural predators consist primarily of raptors and carnivores 
like the fox. These predators affect the rail's choice of nesting grounds a great deal. An 
ideal nesting site would be a "mosaic of uneven-aged marsh vegetation interspersed with 
open water of variable depths". (Conway, 1994) If the water level is too low, mammals 
like the fox can penetrate the marsh and gain access to rail nests. If the vegetation is not 
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dense enough, rail chicks and rails themselves are open to attack from raptors from 
above. 

The populations of the clapper rail have declined greatly from what they once 
were. Estima~es of the United State breeding population was at 700 individuals as of 
1990 (Conway, Eddleman, Ancierson, and Hanebury) The fault of this decline _lies mostly 
with upstream dams and the effects they have on the backwater marshes downstream. 
First, these dams change the habitat from a "mosaic" of differently aged plants to a 
constant blanket of similar aged plants. Secondly, hydroelectric dams create a daily 

· flooding pattern which can drown or expose rail nests. 

Backwater marshes on the lower Colorado were historically places that underwent 
seasonal flooding. The spring floods would come through these areas washing some of 
the plants downstream and depositing sediment and nutrients in their place. "Regular 
spring floods scoured old marshlands, and periodic drops in water flow dried backwaters, 
stimulating regrowth of young marsh vegetation." (Ohmart, 1975) This effect created the 
"mosaic" of different aged marsh plants that Yuma clapper rails flourished in. It was the 
diversity of these regions, with old growth to hide in and young growth to hunt in, that 
helped the rail so much. ·.With the creations of dams upstream, particularly Hoover Dam 
and Glen Canyon Dam, these seasonal floods disappeared. Without them, the patches of 
plants all grew to similar lengths and stayed there as there was nothing to wash them 
away. These dense areas are great to hide in but hold less food than a younger growth 
area might. Consequently the marshes became unable to sustain as great a population, 
and the rail's numbers have fallen. 

The second reason for the clapper rail decline is loss of nest habitat through daily 
flooding. A cycle of daily flooding has replaced the historic seasonal floods as a result of 
the hydroelectric dams upstream. Since hydroelectric dams release different amount of 
water to meet the daily changes in electricity demand, the water levels downstream of a 
dam fluctuate. Water levels are highest during the peak electricity hours of the day, 
usually in the morning and evening. At night, not as much electricity is needed, so not as 
much water is released. This type of daily flooding can result in stretches of river where 
year roun.d, the river rises and falls as much as 8 feet each day. 

Now imagine a marsh bird finding an adequate nesting site when the water levels 
fluctuate so much. If the nest is built in an area too low, the rising waters will wash it 
away downstream. If its built too high, when the water levels fall, the nest will be on 
ground dry enough that foxes and other mammals can reach it. This problem has 
drastically reduced much of the Yuma clapper rails former habitat, curtailing their 
numbers. Seasonal flooding did not present this problem as the change was more 
gradual and the rails were adapted to it. 

Currently its habitat in the United States has shrunk to marshes along the 
Colorado River from Needles, California to the Gulf, at the Salton Sea, along the lower 
Gila River and several smaller areas is central Arizona and the Imperial Valley, 
California. A recovery plan began in 1983 for the Yuma clapper rail in order to downlist 
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it from endangered status. Their goals at that time were to maintain a stable breeding 
population of 700-1 000 individuals for a period of 10 years, obtain an agreement with 
Mexico about managing and preserving the rails, and developing federal and state plans 
for controlling nesting area in the US. By 1994, all of these goals hadn't been met, 
therefore the Fish and Wildlife Service maintained the Yuma clapper rail as endangered 
and it has kept that status to this day. 

Presently the clapper rail population is holding constant around 700 individuals, 
however this is still a fairly small number. Gene pools will be low in such a small 
population and the possibility of extinction due to unforeseen changes is a much higher 
threat. A larger population, more like their historic size would be a much better 
safeguard for the rail. In order to increase their population though, clapper rails must 
receive more marsh habitat to expand in, natural habitat which is unaffected by dams. 
One way to accomplish this is to decommission existing dams, consequently turning 
existing marshes downstream into more productive areas that can sustain larger numbers 
of Yuma clapper rail. 

Jaguar 

When people think of jaguars, (Panthera Onca) they usually associate places like 
Africa and Brazil with them. They don't know that the jaguar used to be fairly common 
in the American southwest and that as recently as 1996, wandering jaguars have been 
observed in Arizona. Before America was settled, the jaguar once roamed from southern 
California to eastern Texas and as far north as the Grand Canyon. 

Jaguars are the largest and most powerful of the cat family in the Western 
Hemisphere. Closely related to the "roaring" cats in Africa (lions, tigers, and leopards), 
the jaguar can grow to sizes of 8 feet in length and 300 lbs in weight. Its name 'Jaguar' 
comes from the South American Indian name of 'Y aguara' meaning "Beast that 
overcomes prey with a single bound". Panthera Onca, its Greek name, means hooked or 
barbed hunter, referring to the jaguars powerful claws. The black spots, orangish:-brown 
background color, and stocky torso differentiate it from the mountain lion, another great 
cat that sometimes shares range with the jaguar. The footprint of a jaguar is different 
from a mountain lion. too in that the toes are more widely spread with less of the rear pad 
showing. 

Its size and weight enables the jaguar to kill much larger animals than the 
mountain lion. For example, a single adult jaguar is quite capable of killing and feeding 
on animals like adult bulls, horses, or caimans. In fact, the documented menu of the 
jaguar includes over 85 different species, including javelina, deer, armadillos, turtles, 
birds, fish, peccaries, sloth, and tapir. 

In accordance with this food base, the jaguars have the densest" populations in . 
luscious lowland wet habitats like the swampy savannas or tropical rain forests of Mexico 
and Central America. Unlike many other kinds of cats, jaguars are expert swimmers and 
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are unafraid of getting wet. At the northern boundary of their range in America, jaguars 
can be found in warmer, more arid habitats such as oak-pine woodlands. 

Territorial by nature, these great cats usually live alone and so long as food is 
abundant only occupy a region of a few square miles. Do not let this fool you, for though 
the jaguars do not migrate, they have been observed as great wanderers, traveling vast 
distances. Aldo Leopold once encountered one in Baja 500 miles from its home. It is 
these wanderers that are most often encountered in the American southwest. The most 
recent of which was spotted on the New Mexico/ Arizona border in 1996. 

Jaguars will normally breed at any point of the year, producing litters of 1-4 cubs. 
Gestation lasts for 1 00 days typically~ after which the cubs will remain in the care of their 
mother for 2 years. Dens for the young cubs and their mother are most often found in 
caves and canyons. By age 3, the females mature and by age 4, the male are as well. 
Though a captive jaguar lived as long as 22 years, in the wild they do not ordinarily live 
longer than 11 years. 

In most of their remaining habitat, jaguars are being threatened by hunting and 
loss of habitat. The first threat, hunting, stems mostly from illegal poaching and predator 
control. Jaguar pelts are of exceptional quality and though the demand has decreased in 
recent years and the market been made illegal, a pelt will still fetch a hefty price if 
smuggled into the United States and sold on a black market. In the 1960's, when it was 
still legal, 15,000 jaguar pelts were imported annually, each one fetching a price of 
$20,000. (Defenders of Wildlife) As recently as 1992, the Arizona Fish and Game 
Department infiltrated and busted a wildlife profiteer organization that had been in the 
process of smuggling jaguar pelts. Most of this style hunting has been made illegal. Of 
all the South and Central American countries, Bolivia is the only one to still allow 
hunting. 

Predator control programs, on the other hand, are quite legal in most countries and 
are often endorsed by the country. Jaguars that threaten or have killed livestock in the 
past are viewed as a costly pest that must be removed. Many countries believe it is quite 
with the cattle rancher's rights to kill a jaguar that's attacked his cattle. This has 
particularly become a problem as more and more cattle have spread throughout jaguar 
habitat. In the first half of the century, America's own predator control decimated these 
wandering jaguars. Between 1895 and 1960, of the 51 jaguars sighted in Arizona, 45 
were killed. (FWS) 

The other threat to jaguars is habitat destruction. Much of the jaguar's wetland 
habitat in Mexico and Central America is disappearing due to various reasons. Farmers 
and ranchers are slashing and burning their way through rain forests to provide land for 
growing populations while developments and dams steal or drain the water from the 
wetlands. One of the reasons jaguar sightings in America have become more infrequent 
is loss of or fragmentation of habitat in Mexico. Rivers, which once served as northward 
traveling corridors for the wandering jaguars, have been developed, separating the jaguar 
source population from suitable habitat in the north. 
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One habitat, in particular, the Colorado River delta has undergone huge changes 
from its original state. Before the settling of the west, the Colorado delta was a luscious 
wetland with green lagoons spread throughout and jungles of vegetation ripe with 
wildlife. Aldo Leopold visited in 1922 and described it as a "milk and honey 
wilderness", a land where deer were always fat and birds flocked in great numbers. It 
was here in this incredible jungle that the jaguar had one of its largest source populations 
in northern Mexico. When jaguar became too abundant here, wanderers would be forced 
out and travel northward following the Colorado River into America. In effect, this was 
the homeland for many of the colonies of jaguar in America. 

All of this began to change in the 1930's, when American began its dam building 
upstream on the Colorado River. Since the beginnings of this phase, 55 major dams have 
been constructed on the Colorado River and its tributaries. The river is now used for 
irrigation from its headwaters to its delta. So much of the river evaporates now on the 
farmer's fields or locked up in vast reservoirs that most years the river doesn't even reach 
its delta at the Gulf of California. This fresh water was the lifeblood of the delta 
environment. Most of the plants and animals that lived there were unable to survive on 
saltwater alone, causing a massive eco-system crash. Today the lagoons have mostly 
dried up, the animals are dead or moved on and the jungles have withered. In short, the 
land that was once a "milk and honey wilderness" is now barren salt flats where next to 
nothing lives or grows. Needless to say, an animal so high on the food chain like the 
jaguar would be unable to sustain itself here. By stealing the water from the delta, 
America has completely destroyed the jaguar population closest to our borders. 

In 1997, the jaguar was officially registered as endangered in the United States, 
despite the fact that the number of jaguar currently within our borders can probably be 
counted on two hands, and not a one of them was born in America. A group called the 
Jaguar Conservation Team was also created in 1997 consisting of agencies and 
individuals from state, federal and local organizations. Their plans for reintroduction of 
the jaguar call for a complete stop in hunting, restoration and protection of jaguar habitat, 
and establishing movement corridors from existing populations in Mexico to suitable 
habitat in the southwest. Currently, the jaguars' range lies from central Mexico 
southward to northern Argentina. Unless, the Jaguar Conservation Team is planning on 
establishing movement corridors all the way to central Mexico, the Colorado River delta 
habitat must be restored. It is the closest historic jaguar habitat to America's borders and 
the Colorado River provides a natural movement corridor for much of the way. 

The only way to restore the Colorado delta and thus establish a jaguar population 
next to American borders is to provide fresh water once again. True, the Colorado River 
is one of the most fought over rivers in the nation, with vicious water right battles always 
going on. Yet, if the jaguar is to be reintroduced, somehow a continuous fresh flow must 
be allowed to reach the delta. One way to accomplish this would be to decommission 
dams. Due to their large surface area, reservoirs lose vast amounts of water due to 
evaporation. Take down some major dams, allow this new water to reach the delta, and 
maybe jaguars will once again prowl the American southwest. 
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Totoaba 

The totoaba (Totoaba macdonaldi) is a large silver fish that can be found only _in 
the Gulf of California (Sea of Cortez). Depending on the time of year, schools of the 
totoaba range from the El Fuerte River on the east side of the Gulf and Concepcion Bay 
on the west side, north to the Colorado delta. Quite massive in size, this fish can grow up 
to 6 feet in length and 300 lbs in weight making it the largest of all sciaenid fish. 
Traveling in large schools, living as long as 25 years, and having a population in the 
millions, made this fish historically one of the main predators within the Gulf. 

Due to their large sizes, the carnivorous totoaba requires a vast food source. 
Typically, it found this in the sardine population; the species with the largest biomass in 
the Gulf. Each year in early winter, the totoaba follow the sardines as they migrate from 
the southern reaches of their range north to the delta of the Colorado River. 

Here in the delta region, the totoaba would spawn from the months of February to 
April. The newly born totoaba can find protection and ample food here in the shallow 
waters of the delta and will remain here for two years before journeying south. At ages 
of 6-7, the juvenile totoaba will begin spawning. 

The Gulf of California's fauna is vastly different than it once was and the totoaba, 
like many other species of the region, are an example of this change. Totoaba once grew 
to great sizes and traveled in vast schools yet now they are considered scarce. Other 
species such as sharks, sea turtles, manta rays, shrimp, vaquitas, and key species of fish 
like the snapper or grouper have all undergone significant population decreases. For the 
totoaba, the decline in their population stems from two central reasons, the direct threat of 
commercial fishing and the indirect consequences of reduced flow from the Colorado 
River. 

Commercial fishing in the Gulf has threatened the totoaba's survival through 
illegal fishing of the adults and incidental by-catch of the juveniles. The totoaba ·fishing 
ships use gill-nets the size of football fields that entangle anything in their path. Many 
other species, like the currently endangered Vaquita porpoise, are caught in the nets and 
drown before they are hauled to the surface. It is profitable to the fisherman because · 
totoaba flesh and bladder are considered delicacies in many countries. This commercial 
harvesting of the adult totoaba first began in the 1890's and has largely continued to this 
day. By 1942, the harvest maximized at 2.3 million kgs per year of totoaba filets. 
Mexico realized that commercial fishing was growing faster than the fish could and in 
1940 imposed its first restrictions on the industry. The decline in the totoaba population 
and in 1975 the catch was as low as 59,000 kgs per year. At this point the Mexican 
government declared totoaba as endangered and prohibited all types of totoaba 
commercial and recreational fishing. 
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This law did not stop the commercial fishing fleets however. In such a large 
empty place as Baja, it is easy for the poachers to avoid or bribe the little enforcement 
Mexico has provided. Eventually the totoaba fleets thinned out as more and more 
fishermen turned to shrimping which became more profitable after the decline of totoaba. 

The shrimp industry in the Gulf has become one of the biggest and the most 
profitable of the region. Hundreds of shrimp boats are aCtive in the upper Gulf each day. 
While their nets are efficient at catching shrimp, they are also extremely effective in 
catching juvenile totoaba since the upper Gulf serves as the nursery ground for totoaba. 
Conservation Biology estimates that in 1980,s at least 27,048 kgs, or the equivalent of 
120,834 juvenile totoaba were killed by shrimp boats each year. This is all just simply a 
by-catch since the shrimp fishermen are uninterested the totoaba. To show how wasteful 
shrimping really is, in the Gulf of Mexico,s shrimping industry, it is estimated that as 
much as 10 lbs of unwanted creatures are killed for every lb ·of shrimp caught. 
(Mercedes) 

The secondary reason for the totoabas decline is loss of food and habitat. Over 
50% of the freshwater inflow to the Gulf of California comes from the Colorado River. 
In the last century, America has completely dammed and subjugated this river for 
agricultural and municipal needs. Only during very wet flood years does the Colorado 
River reach the Gulf. Without a constant flow, many of the estuarine lagoons in the delta 
have dried up and turned into barren salt flats, destroying much of the totoaba,s spawning 
and nursery grounds. 

Historically the Colorado River flushed tons of nutrients and sediment into the 
Gulf of California. The entire ecosystem of the Colorado River delta and much of the 
Gulfs ecosystem was based on the conveyer belt of nutrients and water. Now with 55 
major dams in the Colorado River system, these vital nutrients are trapped in reservoirs, 
never reaching the Gulf. Without these nutrients the food chain is undermined severely 
decreasing the productivity of the region. The populations of the sardines and other small 
fish have declined producing less food for the totoaba. Interestingly, the decline of these 
fish populations and the totoaba as well, began in the early 19401s, not long after Hoover 
dam closed its gates. 

Mexico has passed several laws banning totoaba fishing particularly in the upper 
Gulf. To date, the greatest effort by Mexico was in 1993, when Mexico's former 
president, Carlos Salinas de Gortari, established the Gulf of California Biosphere 
Reserve; a 3, 700 square mile area intended to protect the totoaba and other endangered 
commercial species. Created also as a political move to gather support from American 
environmentalists for NAFT A, the reserve covers the Colorado River delta region and the 
upper Gulf. Neither the ban nor the creation of the biosphere have been extremely 
successful due to illegal gillnet fishing and little enforcement from Mexico. The United 
States has also tried to stop the poaching of totoaba by establishing it as an endangered 
species and banning its import into the states as of 1979. This has helped to some 
measure since previously America was the biggest market for totoaba. However, totoaba 
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is still smuggled across the border and can still be found in restaurants in southern 
California. 

Currently the totoaba's problems stem from three major areas: poaching of adult 
fish, killing of the juveniles in shrimp by-catch, and a decline in the productivity and 
habitat in the Gulf as a result of a decline in the Colorado River flow. True, the most 
direct threat of these to the totoaba is the adult poaching and shrimping by-catch. If these 
are allowed to continue uncontrolled, the totoaba will not have much of a future, 
regardless of how much Colorado River water reaches the Gulf. However, supposing 
Mexico is successful in enforcing its regulations on the fishing industry, the only way to 
bring back the totoaba population to what it once was, will be to restore flow to the 
Colorado River. The key to making the Gulf of California a· fertile and healthy place in 
the long term, is quite simply the Colorado River. Iftotoaba are to survive in the long 
term, the Colorado River must be allowed to supply nutrients and fresh water to the Gulf 
once agrun. 

The easiest way for American to provide this is to decommission dams. Dams 
both lose water to evaporation and trap sediments and nutrients starving the area 
downstream. 

Vaquita Porpoise 

The vaquita porpoise (Phocoena Sinus), also know as the Conchito or Gulf of 
California porpoise, is a small grayish porpoise that lives exclusively in the Gulf of 
California (Sea of Cortez). In body structure, it is relatively similar to the harbor 
porpoise. Yet its coloring differs from the harbor porpoise in that the area around its 
eyes and lips are black, while the rest of the body is a pale gray color. Growing to a 
maximum of 1.5 meters in length and 55 kgs in weight, the vaquita porpoise is one of the 
smallest cetaceans in the world. 

It makes its home in the shallow murky lagoons in the northern Gulf of California 
near the Colorado River delta, and feeds on the certain fish of the region such as squid, 
grunt, and croaker. The water here is so murky from the sediment in the Colorado River 
that the vaquita use a dolphin-like sonar to locate their prey. Scientists have never seen 
proof of any natural predators of the vaquita. Since the vaquita are only found in the 
northern gulf and do not migrate, they have the most restricted range of any marine 
mammal. 

This species was only first discovered in 1956. Due to its particularly shy 
behavior, the vaquita is very hard to study. The local residents of the region even call it 
"Duende", meaning spirit or goblin, referring to its elusiveness. In 1978, a man named 
Bernardo Villa from the Universidad Nacional Autonoma de Mexico, surveyed the 
vaquita population for the first time. He saw so many gillnets and so few vaquitas that, 
that very year, the vaquita was listed on IUCN's Red Data book of vulnerable species and 
on Mexico's endangered list. 
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It was not until 1985, that a conservation group called Defenders of Wildlife was 
able to give the vaquita endangered status in the United States as well. Its population is 
currently listed at somewhere between 1 00 -500 animals, making it one of the most 
endangered ~etaceans in the world. The vaquita do not reproduce quickly either, since a 
female only produces one calf each year. 

The vaquitas decline stems from two primary reasons, gillnets and loss of habitat. 
First, there are thousands of commercial fishing boats in the region using gillnets. One of 
the primary targets of these fisherman is a fish called totoaba (Totoaba macdonaldi), a 
large schooling fish similar in size to the vaquita, known for its exquisite taste. The 
vaquita become entangled in these nets just as easily as the totoaba do and usually drown 
before they reach the surface. It is estimated that between 25 to 30 vaquitas drown in 
gillnets every year. 

In 1975, Mexico banned fishing of the totoaba mainly due to the fact that it too 
was becoming endangered due to over fishing. Mexico's former president, Carlos 
Salinas de Gortari, later established the Gulf of California Biosphere Reserve, a 3, 700 
square mile area intended to protect the totoaba and other endangered commercial 
species. Created in 1993 as a political move to gather support from American 
environmentalists for NAFT A, the reserve covers the Colorado River delta region and the 
upper Gulf. Neither the ban nor the creation of the biosphere was successful due to 
illegal gillnet fishing and little enforcement from Mexico. Though the United States 
banned the import of totoaba in 1977, the fishermen are still able to smuggle it into 
California and find markets for it. Thus the illegal fishing of totoaba and the incidental 
killing of vaquitas continues. 

The secondary reason for the vaquitas decline is loss of habitat. Over 50% of the 
freshwater inflow to the Oulf of California comes from the Colorado River. In the last 
century, America has completely damined and subjugated this river for agricultural and 
municipal needs. Only during very wet flood years does the Colorado River reach the 
gulf. Without a constant flow, many of the estuarine lagoons in the delta have dried up 
and turn.ed into barren salt flats, destroying much of the vaquita's habitat. 

Historically the Colorado River flushed tons of nutrients and sediment into the 
Gulf of California. The entire ecosystem of the Colorado River delta and much of the 
gulf's ecosystem was based on the conveyer belt of nutrients and water. Now with 55 
major dams in the Colorado River system, these vital nutrients are trapped in reservoirs, 
never reaching the gulf. Without these nutrients the food chain is undermined severely 
decreasing the productivity of the region. The decline of these fish populations began in 
1935, the very same year that Hoover.dam closed its gates. This loss of the fish 
populations directly affects the vaquita by diminishing their primary food source: 

To date, there has been little done to save the vaquita since the Mexican 
government is unable to halt the use of gillnets and the Colorado River basin states are 
unwilling to part with their dams and irrigation water .. True, the immediate threat is the 
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Mexican commercial gillnetting but if the vaquita are to survive in the long run, America 
must find a way to provide a constant flow of nutrient rich water to the Colorado River.· 
If some of the major dams along the river were removed, not only would more nutrients 
and sediments escape to the delta, but so would more water. Therefore, removing dams 
on the Colorado River would directly benefit the river's delta and the Gulf of California, 
likewise benefiting such species as the V aquita. 
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